Ludvigson Stock Farm’s
Third Annual Western Classic Bull and Female Sale
Spring Edition
February 26, 2018
Madras, Oregon

80 Red Angus Herd Bulls and Range Bulls $3,938
31 Red Angus Bred Females $2,611

Top Bulls:

Lot 30 LSF SRR High Desert 7033E sired by LSF MEW Platinum 5660C and out of a LCHMN Deniro A090X daughter sold for $10,500 to Hansine Ranch Partnership of Pierre, South Dakota.


Lot 1 LSF SRR Western 7036E sired by LSF RHO Titonka Z721 and out of a Bieber Romero 9136 daughter sold for $7,000 to Randy Baxley of Visalia, California.

Lot 3 LSF SRR Solid 7141E sired by LSF RHO Titonka Z721 and out of a LSF Enterprise 7040T daughter sold for $7,000 to Lawerance Ranch of Woodlake, California.

Lot 33 LSF DBL Silver Bow 712E sired by Feddes Silver Bow B226 and out of a GMRA Trilogy 0226 daughter sold for $6,750 to Rossi Ranches of Paulina, Oregon.

Top Females:

Lot 104 DUNN MS Final Answer B444B sired by Hust Chief Sequoya R336 and out of a SAV Final Answer 0035 daughter sold for $5,000 to Hayden Steadman of Sharon, Oklahoma.

Lot 109 DUNN MS Sweet A302 sired by LJC Mission Statement P27 and out of a LCC New Chapter A705L daughter sold for $4,250 to Hayden Steadman of Sharon, Oklahoma.